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Support Ukraine
Help Provide Humanitarian Aid to Ukraine The Archi® modelling toolkit is targeted toward all levels of Enterprise Architects and Modellers. It provides a low cost to entry solution to users who may be making their first steps in the ArchiMate modelling language, or who are looking for an open source, cross-platform ArchiMate
modelling tool for their company or institution and wish to engage with the language within a TOGAF® or other Enterprise Architecture framework. The ArchiMate® modelling language is an open and independent Enterprise Architecture standard that supports the description, analysis and visualisation of architecture within and across business
domains. ArchiMate is one of the open standards hosted by The Open Group® and is fully aligned with TOGAF®. ArchiMate aids stakeholders in assessing the impact of design choices and changes. Archi® fulfils the needs of most Enterprise Architects and associated stakeholders, and has been designed to elegantly provide the main features
required for ArchiMate modelling and is used globally by banks, insurance companies, industry, EA consultants, training organisations, universities, and students. It is probably the most popular ArchiMate modelling tool and is downloaded on average about 6,000 times every month. Support Archi If you find Archi useful in your work and you’d like to
help us maintain Archi, a donation would be most welcome, and we accept PayPal, or you could become a patron on Patreon. All development work and support is done for free. A small donation would be much appreciated! Archi® supports the latest version of the ArchiMate® 3.1 language. Easily and intuitively create all ArchiMate elements and
relations in all of the ArchiMate views. Use the magic connector to create the correct connections between ArchiMate concepts. Refine your model with user-defined properties, and colourise your diagram with your own colour scheme. Creating ArchiMate Views and Viewpoints is simple using Archi. Simply create a new ArchiMate View and set its
Viewpoint to the one that is suitable for the target audience and stakeholders. Add concepts that are aligned to the given Viewpoint to create a unique perspective on your model. Helping you understand ArchiMate. If you’re not sure what element to use, or what relationship to connect, simply fire up the Hints view. All ArchiMate elements,
relationships and viewpoints are described to provide you with the right information at your fingertips, just when you need it. Connecting the dots. The Visualiser displays the selected model element and all of its relationships with other model elements in a radial-tree graphic. It is the graphical equivalent of the Navigator. Selecting an element or
relationship in the Model Tree, the Navigator or in a Diagram View will update the selection in the Visualiser. Drill in to see more connections. Windows, Mac or Linux? We’ve got you covered. Archi is fully cross-platform as it is written in Java on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform. Therefore it works on Windows, macOS, and most Linux distros right out
of the box. You don’t have to worry about sharing models across installations. A portable version and an installer version is available for Windows. Sketching your ideas. Brainstorm your ideas with elements written on “stickies”. Quickly design and create “soft” models, capturing the essence of your modelling process without worrying about the
technicalities of the language. Share and refine your ideas before transforming them to ArchiMate views. Create your own canvas world. The Canvas Modelling Toolkit provides the tools for you to create and edit your own canvasses. With the Canvas Modelling Toolkit you can design and create re-usable Canvas Templates to share with colleagues or
you use it as a pre-design tool to sketch out ideas and models. This version of Archi supports the ArchiMate® 3.1 specification. Please uninstall any previous version of Archi before installing this one. An archive of older versions can be found here. What’s new in this version? Maintenance Issues | Bug Fixes | More… For a full list of the latest features
and fixes see the Version History. Windows 64-bit Installer For Windows 64-bit operating systems. This installer application installs Archi to the Windows “Program Files” folder and associates “*.archimate” files with Archi. An uninstaller is also provided. Windows 64-bit Portable Zip For Windows 64-bit operating systems. This is a zip file that does
not use an installer. An optional batch file is included to register “*.archimate” file associations. Unzip into a clean folder, and then run the “Archi” program file. macOS Requires macOS 10.12+. To install, open the dmg file and drag the “Archi” app and documentation files to your “Applications” folder or wherever you want to install it. macOS
Silicon Requires macOS 11+ and a Silicon Mac. To install, open the dmg file and drag the “Archi” app and documentation files to your “Applications” folder or wherever you want to install it. Linux 64-bit To install, un-archive and run the “Archi” program file. Note – some Linux distributions default to using Wayland. There are a few things that don’t
work properly in Archi under Wayland such as drag and drop and some mouse operations. For now, we recommend running Archi in Linux with X Windows (X11 or X Org). Checksums You can verify the authenticity of a download by comparing its SHA-1 checksum with the checksum in the following file: SHA-1 Checksums Microsoft offers Windows 10
in two versions: Home and Professional. It's easy to understand on a conceptual level what this means. Pro is for people to use at work, and Home is for personal machines. But what's the real difference? Let's take a look at Windows 10 Home vs. Windows 10 Pro. Knowing your needs for an operating system helps in your decision between Windows 10
Home versus Windows 10 Pro. If you're a home user, Windows 10 Home will take care of your computing needs. If you need complex features, such as a network domain or the ability to manage group policies on several computers (such as a small office), Windows 10 Pro has these advanced features to make management easy and centralized. If your
networking needs are less complicated or you have a single computer, Windows 10 Home should be sufficient for an operating system. If you're on a budget, the lower price should help. If you find out later that you need more advanced features, Microsoft charges $99 to upgrade rather than buying a new license. The bottom line is Windows 10 Pro
offers more than its Windows Home counterpart, which is why it's more expensive. There's nothing Windows 10 Home can do that Pro can't. These operating systems are largely the same. The difference is based on whether the license you activate is for Home or Pro. You may have done this before, either when installing Windows, or setting up a new
PC for the first time. During the setup, you reach a point in the process where you enter a 25-character Product ID (license key). Based on that key, Windows makes a set of features available in the OS. The features average users need are present in Home. Pro offers more features, but this refers to the built-in functions of Windows, and many of these
functions are tools used only by system administrators. The question is, what are these additional features in the Pro version, and do you need these features? In addition to the user account management features, Windows 10 Pro includes Bitlocker, a Microsoft encryption utility. It can secure either the disk with the OS (for example, the C: drive) or
removable media like thumb drives. While there are other disk encryption tools available, Bitlocker integrates with your company's infrastructure, meaning your admin can secure your machine without you having to worry about it. Windows Fundamentals includes some features that have been present in Windows for some time, going back to when it
was originally separated into Pro and Home versions. The below examples of these have been bumped up to become Pro version upgrades or features that Home users can't use until they upgrade to Pro. Domain Join: The Windows Domain is one of the basic building blocks of business networks, and controls access to network resources such as file
drives and printers. Azure Active Directory Domain Join, with Single Sign-On to Cloud-Hosted Apps: Remembering your credentials to access enterprise apps can be burdensome for you, and maintaining those accounts is difficult for administrators. Single sign-on is a way to maintain one username and password and use it to authenticate everywhere
you need. Microsoft offers its Active Directory service (running from its Azure cloud) to allow organizations using Windows 10 Pro to take advantage of this. Remote Desktop: Remote control of your home computer is an example of a feature that almost any user would love to have. However, the built-in Windows Remote Desktop functionality is
limited to Windows Pro users. Client Hyper-V: Users must have Windows Pro to use Microsoft's virtual machine solution, Hyper-V. While this is a built-in function, you can replicate with other programs. For example, use Oracle VirtualBox to run Ubuntu on Windows. Some Windows 10 Pro advantages won't be as important to the personal computing
enthusiast. Nonetheless, it's worth knowing some of the business-focused functions you'd pay for if you upgraded to Pro: Group Policy: Group Policy allows administrators to limit what users can do using a centralized set of roles. This includes security elements such as password complexity and whether users can access network resources or install
applications. Enterprise State Roaming with Azure Active Directory: This allows users to synchronize important settings and application info across devices through the Microsoft Azure cloud. This doesn't include documents and files, but rather how the machine is configured. Windows Store for Business: This is like the consumer-facing Windows
Store, except this one allows business users to purchase apps at volume. They can also manage those purchases or subscriptions for all users in the organization. Assigned Access: Assigned Access allows administrators to create a kiosk out of a PC, meaning users can only access a single app, typically a web browser. Dynamic Provisioning: In the past,
getting a new PC ready to use within an organization was a big undertaking. Administrators needed to enable and disable features, set up the user and device on the corporate domain, and install applications. Dynamic Provisioning allows the admin to create a profile on a USB drive. When starting a new machine, the admin inserts the drive and the
PC auto-configures with whatever the admin desires. Windows Update for Business: This is also an enterprise-focused counterpart to Windows Update. It allows admins to control the updates, such as when and how PCs update. Shared PC Configuration: A mode suited to setting up more than one individual on a PC, such as for temporary workers.
Take a Test: Like the above-mentioned Shared PC and Assigned Access setups, Take a Test is focused on the educational market and allows users to sign in to take an exam. You'll need to choose between Home and Pro when you buy a computer, or when you buy a copy of Windows in a store or online. Take a moment to give it some thought before
you make your purchase, for two reasons: Price: If you go with Home, you'll pay $139 if you buy from Microsoft. Pro is $199. However, if you want to upgrade Home to Pro later, it's $99—making your total cost $238. Going the upgrade route is more expensive in the long run.Upgrading from Home to Pro: On the other hand, upgrading from Home to
Pro is straightforward. When you upgrade, the Pro license supersedes the Home license. If you buy Windows 10 Pro, but later realize you only need Windows 10 Home, buy a license for Home and activate it on the machine with Pro. This will leave you with an unused Pro license. If you plan to use the machine for business purposes at some point, or if
you're not concerned about cost, go with Windows 10 Pro. However, if you don't believe you need the enterprise features of Pro, your best bet is to get Windows 10 Home. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why!
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